INTRODUCTION
Auto-associate and hetero-associate memory have received major attention as important applications for neural network of "connectionist" computing1-6. The potential importance of this application has attracted numerous investi ations into optical hardware imp1ementations7-lf. An important consideration for the implementation of associative memory is the storage capacity of the network. For a Hopfield net, the memory capacity for uncorrelated patterns is approximately .25N/log(N), where N is the number of neurons. In general, the capacity for information storage is proportional to the number of synapsesl5. For fully connected networks the nmber of synapses scales as where N is the number of neurons and m is the order of the network. Higher order networks have a much greater storage capacity than a Hopfield net for an equivalent number of neurons. Simply increasing the number of neurons will not always increase the storage capacity. This will be shown by the simulation results of this paper. Since in most applications, the patterns are coherent with son2 correlation, the storage capacity is significantly worse than for uncorrelated patterns. The performance of an associate memory network depeds significantly on the representation of the date. For example, it has already been recognized that bipolar representation of neurons with -1 and +1 states outperform neurons with on and off states of +1 and 0
respectively. This paper will show that a simple modification of the pattern vector to have zero bias will provide even more significant increase for the performance of an associative memory network. is used for the nunerical simulation studies of this paper. To the lowest order this algorithrti reduces to the Hopfield mcdel for auto-associative memory and the bidirectional associative memory (BAM) of Kosko6 for hetero-associative memory model respectively. 
Ihe higher order algorithm of Lee et

& t r a c t
Neural networks for storing and for classifying sequences are studied in this paper. A model of sequentid nenral networks is proposed here. This model can be used as a classifier for sequences and as a memory for storage and retrieval of sequences. Some experiments have been conducted. Abstract-In the developnent of a speaker dependent isolated word recognition system utilizing Hopfield's associative m r y model, it was noted that the binary patterns created from the frequency content of different words were not orthogonal. Since the orthogonality condition on the binary input patterns was a requirement for the associative memry model, either the representation of the binary patterns had to be changed so that the input patterns were orthogonal, or the method of association had to be changed. Hopfield's model of association requires a 'connectivity' matrix created from the orthogonal 'stable state' input patterns, a threshhold matrix, and an algorithm which utilizes the connectivity matrix and the threshhold matrix to associate binary input patterns with orthogonal stable states. Based on the biologically motivated belief that the connectivity matrix could be modified to include nonorthogonal stable states, an experimental deterministic method of changing the stability characteristics of a Hopfield netwrk has been developed to allow the addition of a 'fixed' pattern (or pint) to a set of stable patterns where the fixed pattern is not orthogonal to one of the initial stable patterns. In the example included, it was noted that not only was the 'new' fixed pint created f r m the non-orthogonal pattern a stable state of the new connectivity matrix but also that the changes required to create the new connectivity mtrix from the original connectivity matrix were relatively small. It is not known if this is a general phenanena or simply a characteristic of the example chosen.
